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Welcome from our CEO  
We’re offering an opportunity to skilled, enthusiastic and committed people 

to join our team, share our vision and engage with our community. 
 

TEDxPerth is a leading TEDx platform in Australia with a live audience sized second only to Sydney.  

We’ve grown in response to our community, enabled thanks to our amazing speakers, our partners and, perhaps 

above all, the extraordinary talents and enthusiasm of our Core Team volunteers who work with such generosity, 

energy and skill to breathe life into all that we do. 

In 2020 we have a fresh Business Plan and an exciting year ahead. We’re expanding our Core Team and have a 

number of new roles available. It’s a great time to be at TEDxPerth and we’ve put together this pack to: 

• introduce potential new members of our Core Team to TED and TEDxPerth;  
• provide an overview of our team’s responsibilities; 

• outline the roles available; and 

• provide details on how to register your interest by applying for a role. 

In addition, we are running a TEDxPerth Recruitment Event, where you can hear more about us, gain a deeper 

understanding of the roles available, ask questions and meet existing members of our team.  

Places are limited for this event and, if you would like to attend, you must register in advance. This free event will run 

from 5:30 to 7:00pm on Thursday 28th November at the Wesfarmers Lecture Theatre at the UWA Business School.  

It’s not essential to attend the Recruitment Event to apply for a role, but it’s a great way of getting to know each other. 

Thank you for your interest and I look forward to speaking with you! 

With all good wishes 

 

 

  

Gavin Buckley 

Chief Executive Officer 

TEDxPerth 

Our community 

2,000+ Annual live audience 

115+ Talks online 

8,000,000+ TEDxPerth online views 

135+ Speaker alumni 

11,800+ Facebook fans 

6,500+ Twitter followers 

12,000+ Mailing list 

21,800,000+ YouTube subscribers 

 

https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/82799604847
https://forms.gle/T4bkfhhDxsadSMQZ6


What is TED? 

TED is a nonprofit devoted to spreading ideas, usually in the form of short, powerful talks. TED began in 1984 as a 

conference where Technology, Entertainment and Design converged, and today covers almost all topics — from 

science to business to global issues — in more than 100 languages. Meanwhile, independently-run TEDx events 

help share ideas in communities around the world. 

TED is a global community, welcoming people from every discipline and culture who seek a deeper understanding of the 

world. TED believes passionately in the power of ideas to change attitudes, lives and, ultimately, the world. On TED.com, 

TED is building a gateway to free knowledge from the world's most inspired thinkers — and a community of curious souls to 

engage with ideas and each other, both online and at TED and TEDx events around the world, all year long. 

In fact, everything TED does — from its Conferences to its TED Talks and from the global TEDx community to the TED-Ed 

lesson series — is driven by this goal: How can we best spread great ideas? 

TED is owned by a nonprofit, nonpartisan foundation. 

 

What is TEDx? 

The TEDx Program was created by TED in the spirit of their mission, "ideas worth spreading". It supports 

independent organisers who want to create a TED-like event in their own community. All TEDx events present 

multiple issues and a diversity of voices from many disciplines. 

TEDx events happen all around the world. They are organised by volunteers from the local community, and just like TED 

events, they lack any commercial, religious or political agenda. The goal is to spark conversation, connection and 

community. 

 

TEDxPerth 

TEDxPerth is a beacon for all that is remarkable, challenging and thought-provoking in Perth. We celebrate and 

raise the intellectual ambition and culture of Western Australia and seeks to spread the best ideas in our 

community to the widest possible audience. 

Since our foundation in 2012, we have worked tirelessly to build a diverse team of professionals devoted to the common 

goal of “ideas worth spreading”. 

 

  

 

 
 

We present a flagship conference 

for our community, which brings 

together the second largest TEDx 

audience in Australia.  

Our full-day flagship TEDxPerth 

conference presents up to sixteen 

powerful talks, performances and 

short films. It is fully catered and 

features many additional activities 

to engage our audience, including 

a VIP Launch Reception, Alumni 

Breakfast, Foyer Installations, 

Speaker Conversations and an 

After Party. 

Our talks are professionally 

filmed, edited and presented 

online, for free. Our talks have 

been viewed over 8 million times. 

Throughout the year we engage 

with our community through social 

media, a series of themed Salon 

events and, new for 2020, 

TEDxYouth@Perth. 



Our Purpose  

We believe in celebrating the power of ideas and TEDxPerth provides the premier platform for 

Perth’s greatest thinkers and doers to reach a large, influential local community and have their 

ideas presented freely online to an international audience. 

We are devoted to ideas worth spreading.  

We are nonprofit, nonpartisan and driven by a team of volunteers deeply committed to ensuring 

the people of our city and state can participate in, and benefit from, the internationally-recognised 

platform created by TED. 

 

Our Values 

• We are committed and diligent in pursuing our purpose.  

• We support and put our trust in one another, acting with integrity at all times. 

• We share a desire to hear new ideas which challenge our perspectives.  

• We are continuously learning and seek out opportunities to grow, both professionally 

and personally.  

• We are an inclusive team. We foster a fun, vibrant and energetic environment where 

diversity is not only welcomed but celebrated and embraced. 

• We are proud of our city and our community. We play an active role in its growth by 

stimulating awareness of the ideas that it can offer to the world. 

 

Our Opportunities 

We value diversity and encourage anyone with the right motivations, skills and experiences to apply. 

Everyone has a different balance of motivations. If your values align with ours that’s a great start!  

Our roles are varied and suitable for people with all manner of skillsets and abilities.  

It is important to consider the time you have available so that we all get the balance right with 

professional and personal commitments. We don’t want anybody to feel overburdened, or to get 

burnt-out: TEDxPerth is a premier professional volunteering opportunity and we want every 

volunteer’s experience to be exceptional.  



Core Team volunteers have varied motivations: 

• We believe in the transformative power of ideas. 

• We know that ideas, experiences and stories from Perth and Western Australia deserve 

global attention. 

• We wish to see our city and our state shine, not only for our local audience, but also on 

the international stage. 

• We enjoy working with other enthusiastic volunteers to make something wonderful and 

worthwhile happen. 

• We believe that our lives are enriched by impactful volunteering and we seek to do more 

than the day job. 

• We wish to be associated with the values, achievements and brand of TED and 

TEDxPerth. 

• We enjoy the excitement of presenting live events and interacting directly with 

fascinating people (attendees, speakers, partners and, of course, other volunteers). 

• We have employers who actively encourage personal development and community 

engagement. 

• We seek to develop our own skills and experiences that, not only look great on our 

resumé, but also help enhance our lives and careers. 

• We want to put something back into our community. 

• We have fun while working hard on a project about which we feel passionate. 

 

Will you fit the TEDxPerth team? 

We value diversity and encourage anyone with the right motivations, skills and experiences 

to apply. 

If some, or many, of the motives listed above sound like you, then that’s a great start! 

However, if your only interest is to put TEDxPerth on your resumé then this is not the 

opportunity for you. 

  



What could you be doing at TEDxPerth? 

Creating a TED-like experience 

Big ideas, rich storytelling and a multidisciplinary program are just a few qualities that make a great TEDxPerth event. 

Our team is expected to capture the spirit of TED in our events by sparking community connections and inspiring ideas 

that change perspectives. 

Unearthing local voices 

We bring attention to undiscovered voices in our community. We include speakers who are extraordinary people who have 

been heard and seen by few, but have a fresh approach in their field, a unique story to tell, or a new perspective to share – 

which they can convey in a dynamic way. 

Exciting and delighting our audiences 

Making our audience happy is essential for a successful event. But the devil is in the detail. From the moment our guests 

receive invitations, to the minute they walk out of the event, we want them to feel like they’re experiencing something 

significant. We think of our audience every step of the way. 

Leading a team 

Strong, clear and thoughtful leadership can go a long way. Every person on our team, including speakers, should feel they’re 

part of a caring, trusting and accountable community. We are advocates for each other and nurture mutual support. 

Following the rules and guidelines 

TED has rules and there’s a reason they’re part of the TEDx program – to make our job easier. The better we know the 

TEDx rules and guidelines, the less we’ll have to deal with annoying details to correct later on. 

Producing great content 

We are responsible for creating a TEDxPerth program that ‘wows’ our guests and viewers. This takes a lot of creativity 

and hard work. 

Celebrating and protecting the TEDx vision 

By licensing TEDxPerth as a TEDx organiser, TED is vesting in us a little piece of the TED vision. That means it’s our job to 

make sure the vision and mission of TEDx is protected and celebrated. We use our TEDxPerth logo often and we 

understand and spread the idea of TEDx and invest ourselves in the spirit of the local and global TEDx community. 

Putting in the work and passion 

Organising TEDxPerth is a big endeavour, so we must ensure we have the time and dedication to do the hard work needed 

to create great events. Unadulterated joy is also a must! We put in the work and bring a ton of passion to the mix, and it will 

be an experience we will never forget. 

  



Our Team Structure 
 

Board and Executive Team 

Our Chief Executive Officer, Gavin Buckley, reports to the board and works with an executive team of seven directors. Each 

director leads on a vital part of TEDxPerth activity: Partnerships, Marketing, Design, Youth Engagement, People, Creative 

and Production. These are all highly rewarding roles requiring notable time commitment. Each director leads a team and 

these teams are shown below. 

 

People 

Our People Team is an internally-focused function, primarily ensuring that our Core Team are suitably recruited, onboarded 

and supported in their work.  

They are the custodians of our culture, our values and our people processes. 

UniTheatres




Creative 

Joel Miller is our Licensee and Creative Director. The team is primarily responsible for the selection of our speakers, 

preparing them for their talk and ensuring their filmed talk is edited appropriately and made available for online presentation.  

 

 

 

Partnerships 

Our Partnerships Team develops and sustains our relationships with 

organisations who share our vision and commitment to our community. 

We offer partnership packages to the brightest and best organisations 

and brands who wish to help us deliver TEDxPerth. We seek mutual 

benefit ensuring that TEDxPerth and our partners get the most out of 

our relationship for the benefit of our community.  

 



Marketing 

Our Marketing Team connects our community to TEDxPerth 

activity, in particular, our events and online talks. The team 

develops and maintains our website, blog and social media. 

They engage our community at events through ticket sales 

and producing lanyards, day volunteer tee-shirts and 

signage. Above all they help us spread great ideas from our 

community to the widest possible audience.  

 

 

 

Design 

Our Design Team ensure that our event materials are 

beautiful, powerful and of the highest quality. They produce 

everything from print and online content to animations and 

merchandise. 

 

 

 

Youth Engagement 

Our Youth Engagement Team lead on the delivery of 

TEDxYouth@Perth. Whilst all our Core Volunteers are aged 

18 and over, there is no age restriction to being on the 

Youth Panel. 

 

  



Production 

Our Production Team is a critical and energetic part of our operation, playing 

a key role in the implementation of our Flagship Event, TEDxYouth@Perth, 

Salons and linked events, such as the Launch Party. 

  



 
 

 

 

  



Roles currently available for 2020 

 

 

MARKETING Reports to Direct reports Outline responsibilities 

Director of Marketing and Sales Gavin Buckley, CEO 

Marketing Manager, Events 

Marketing Manager, Content 

Website Development Manager 

Marketing and Community 
Engagement Coordinator 

Social Media Coordinator 

Lead Photographer 

Blog Editor 

Overall responsibility for all marketing and PR aspects of our events 
and ensuring that our content (TEDxPerth talks) is viewed as widely as 
possible and that tickets for our events are sold in line with budgets. 

Management and coordination of the Marketing Team. 

2020 projects: a fresh, engaging, new website and a printed 
publication. 

Marketing Manager, Content Director of Marketing and Sales - 
Focused on getting new and existing online content (TEDxPerth talks) 
seen by the widest possible audience. 

Marketing Manager, Events Director of Marketing and Sales - 
Working closely with the Marketing Director, this role is responsible for 
devising and implementing marketing plans for the Flagship Event, 
TEDxYouth@Perth and Salons. 

Website Development Manager Director of Marketing and Sales Website Coordinator 
Leading on the design, development and implementation of a new 
website. 

DESIGN Reports to Direct reports Outline responsibilities 

Motion Graphics Designer 
Daniel Jackson, Director of 
Design 

- 
Designing editorial layouts and digital web banner adverts within 
TEDxPerth brand guidelines using Adobe Creative Suite (InDesign, 

Illustrator, Photoshop). 

Designer 
Daniel Jackson, Director of 
Design 

- 
Providing our Design Director with creative collaboration and support in 
respect of producing assets for our Flagship and Youth Events. Taking 
the design lead on some, or all, of our Salons. 

HOSTS Reports to Direct reports Outline responsibilities 

Alumni Manager & Host Gavin Buckley, CEO - 
Manage our speaker alumni community, continuing and deepening our 
relationship with our speakers for their benefit and for our community. 



 

 

 

  

BOARD Reports to Direct reports Outline responsibilities 

Bookkeeper 
Gavin Buckley CEO and Keith 
Burke, Treasurer  

- 

Supporting the CEO by raising invoices, processing payments and 
providing management accounts. Providing the Treasurer (board 
member) with management accounts and obtaining their sign off on 
invoice payments, when necessary. Knowledge of Xero accounting 

software is desirable, but not essential.  

Board Coordinator 
Gavin Buckley CEO and Adil 
Bux, Chair 

- 
Liaising with the Board, CEO and Directors Team to schedule Board 
meetings, circulate agendas, take minutes and follow up on actions. 

PRODUCTION Reports to Direct reports Outline responsibilities 

Installation Coordinator, 
Sponsors 

Installation & Events Manager Day Volunteers 
Supporting the Installation & Events Manager to bring to life exciting, 
interactive and imaginative installations from our sponsors at our 
events. 

Installation Coordinator, General Installation & Events Manager Day Volunteers 
Supporting the Installation & Events Manager to bring to life exciting, 
interactive and imaginative installations at our events. 

Volunteer Coordinator, Major 
Events 

Olivia Boulud, Volunteer 
Manager 

Day Volunteers 
Supporting the Volunteer Manager to ensure our guests receive 
exceptional service and that our day volunteers have an enriching and 
valuable experience.  

PARTNERSHIPS Reports to Direct reports Outline responsibilities 

Partnerships Manager Gavin Buckley, CEO - 
Working with the team to identify, approach, secure and maintain 
commercial Partners of TEDxPerth events and other properties. 

Partnerships Manager, Trusts 
and Foundations 

Gavin Buckley, CEO - 
Identify appropriate trusts and foundations, make applications, secure 
funding, acquit as appropriate and be the relationship manager to 

ensure our sponsors receive care of the highest order.  

Partnerships Manager, In Kind Gavin Buckley, CEO - 
Identify appropriate in kind sponsors, secure their support and be their 
relationship manager to ensure our sponsors receive care of the 
highest order. 



Where can I find further Information? 

• We are running a special Recruitment Event on Thursday 28th November at the Wesfarmers Lecture Theatre 

of the UWA Business School. At this event, you will hear more about us, gain a deeper understanding of the roles 

available, get to ask questions and meet some of our team. 

o Places are limited - you must register in advance: https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/82799604847   

o Don’t worry if you are unable to join us at the Recruitment Event, you can still apply for a role. 

• You can view a short video about TEDxPerth Volunteers: https://vimeo.com/154390381 

• Go to TED.com to discover more about TED, TEDx and to watch TED Talks. 

• To discover more about TEDxPerth and watch some of our talks, go to TEDxPerth.org. Also follow us on Facebook. 

 

Interested? Here’s how to apply: 

• Complete the short application form, also available here: https://forms.gle/T4bkfhhDxsadSMQZ6  

• AND email your resumé to recruitment@tedxperth.org 

• Applications close at midnight on Monday 9 December 2019 

 

https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/82799604847
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/82799604847
https://vimeo.com/154390381
https://forms.gle/T4bkfhhDxsadSMQZ6
https://forms.gle/T4bkfhhDxsadSMQZ6
mailto:recruitment@tedxperth.org

